
TOTAL 12:00 TOTAL 10:00
SETS/REPS 2 SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST 01:00 REST

TOTAL 15:00 TOTAL  25:00
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS 3

WORK WORK 08:00
REST REST 01:00

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER EMPHASIS/THEME

Quality of passes, off-ball movements + staying connected to game, 
positional play and responsibilities in transition

TIME DESCRIPTION
Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces,

Ball activation TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
2-ball, 4-player

U9-U12 Aug 10 2020 - S1

SESSION DURATION

1/2 field Low-med 75:00

4v1+1d 4 square grid - SD
5v1,1v5 half line shooting - SD TOTAL SPACE LOAD

ACTIVITY 1 Ball activation ACTIVITY 2 2-ball, 4-player
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

10x10 yds

Toe touches, bells
4x 15x15 yds

Set up players in groups of 4
Sole rolls - side/side, forward/back 1 player (A) is the receiver, B and

Sole rolls then switch feet C with a ball - B passes to A who must
2 cones moves the pass to the open player (D) -

Encourage imagination - shadow defender V turn Pass to back foot
Check hip/knee/ankle angles, explosiveness Repeat V Receiver open to the field

COACHING POINTS Drag COACHING POINTS C then passes to A who passes to
Look for balance and game realism Outside V Use 2-touches the open player (B)

Use rest period to review technique Receiver check away and to

Look for change of direction off cones, foot surfaces PROGRESSION PROGRESSION
Deliver the ball more quickly

ACTIVITY 3 4v1+1d 4 square grid - SD ACTIVITY 4 5v1,1v5 half line shooting - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

20x20 yds (per age group)

Grid is divided into 4 subgrids -
30x30 yds (age-

appropriate)

Field is divided into two halves with
2 "north" and 2 "south" - players assigned to grids as shown,

Players W/X are always diagonal to players can score from anywhere
Players Y/Z - when ball transitions

and adjust positions accordingly - the central player south grid, Y/Z join windows - target player should be working
dictates movement between grids -  to find open slots, play the way you face -

on the field
COACHING POINTS between the two north grids, players COACHING POINTS

W/X and Y/Z must be aware of ball movement slide over - when ball transitions into Look to beat the lines and find passing/shooting

Eyes + Ideas - Figure It Out, Fake Them Out - Do It, Did It Work Copyright © 2020  205 Sports

in one grid a shot must be taken

players should be instructed to play the way PROGRESSION be willing to play the ball backward to recycle PROGRESSION
they face, used combination play to transition Limit touch count, number of passes bal Limit touch count, # of passes before


